
Wraysbury 2XI vs HURLEY 1XI – 1st Sept 2012 

WRAYSBURY 2XI 
P Midha b Nye 76 

N Chohan c Day b Louw 4 

A Raja c Nye b Cole 18 

D Singh c Day b Cole 0 

U Ahmed b Nye 15 

T Dibley c Nye b Ridgeway 19 

S Midha c Sharma b Ridgeway 8 

F Khan c Brown b Ridgeway 18 

H Uddin Not Out 15 

M Singh b Louw 0 

J Purohit lbw Louw 0 

 Extras 8 

 Total 181ao 

 

C Louw 10.5-2-41-3 

R Brown 6-0-25-0 P Ridgeway 12-2-32-3 

M Cole  6-1-21-2 D Nye  10-1-34-2 

J Langlands 4-0-24-0 

 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway b Singh 4 

D Simoes c unknown b Raja 56 

D Nye c Dibley b Raja 87 

V Sharma Not out 28 

R Brown Not out 1 

T Balchin   

V Bhagwani  

J Langlands  

M Cole  

C Louw 

D Day 

 Extras 8 

 Total 184-3 

 

 

While it hasn’t quite been four years building to this fine victory away to Wraysbury 2, it has almost 

seemed like it during this appalling season for Hurley. The visitors collected only their second league 

win of the season in emphatic style by 7 wickets and with 17 overs to spare.  

 

Skipper Dean Nye won a rare toss and inserted Wraysbury on what looked like a sporting wicket. 

Clemons Louw (3-41) made the early breakthrough with a rising delivery that clipped Chohan’s gloves 

and was gratefully received by the gloves of keeper Day. Pav Midha (76) and Raja (18) added 37 

with skipper Midha particularly aggressive. The introduction of the veteran Mike Cole (2-21) had an 

immediate effect as Raja swung the first delivery to the boundary but the second had the batsman 

lobbing to mid-on. Singh (0) received some chin music (geddit?) in Cole’s next over and the home 

side declined to 50-3. Ahmed (15) supported his skipper in a 4th wicket stand of 62 which looked to 

swing the match back in favour of the home side. Drinks to remove the taste of aviation fuel brought 

the introduction of spin in the rotund shapes of Phil Ridgeway (3-32) and Dean Nye (2-34) and the run 

rate dramatically slowed. Nye bowled Ahmed with the score on 112 and then removed the 

dangerous Midha 9 runs and 6 overs later. Pyrotechnics from Faisal Khan (18) briefly threatened a fight 

back until he fell to the obvious catch at long off as Ridgeway removed the lower middle order and 

Louw returned to wrap up the innings in the 49th over for 181. 

 

A lively opening attack of Singh (1-43) and Uddin saw the early departure of Ridgeway (4) losing his 

off peg in the third over, but Dave Simoes (56) and Dean Nye (87) picked off the bad ball to send it to 

the boundary. The 50 came up inside 12 overs, all in boundaries save one wide. Nye continued his 



excellent form registering his 6th innings of 75 or more, but Simoes was the first to depart as he lazily 

drove to mid-off with the score on 128 in the 25th over. Nye took the visitors within sight of victory 

before he feathered to keeper Dwain Dibbley to leave Hurley poised on 166-3. Varun Sharma (28not) 

seemed in a hurry to catch his train knocking off the required runs with three successive boundaries 

and prolonging the inevitable as the search for the ball took more time out of the match. After the 

recent famine of availability it was a relief to see Hurley finally field a near full strength team and 

realise their potential. 

 

MotM : Dean Nye 

 


